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CHAPTER I •
PRELIMIHART RESULTS
A baslo knowledge of measure theory and integration 
are prerequisites for this thesis, hut to avoid confusion» 
certain definitions and theorems are listed below as they 
will be used in the remaining chapters*
A ring is a non empty class of sets which is closed 
under the formation of finite unions and differences* An 
algebra is a ring containing the entire space*
A O&ring is a ring closed under the formation of 
countable unions* A d^alhebra is an algebra closed under 
the formation of countable unions*
A measurable space is a set I and a 6=-ring j of sub­
sets of X with the property that Uj - X* It is customary to 
call a subset E of X measurable if and only if it belongs to 
the (Spring ̂ * In the language of measurable sets, the condi­
tion in the definition of measurable spaces may be expressed 
by saying that the union of all measurable sets is the entire 
space, or, equivalently, that every point is contained In 
some measurable sets*
A measure space is a measurable space (X,4) and a 
measure on î *
Suppose that f is a real valued function on a set X
—1—
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and let M be any subset of the real line* We shall write
f“^(M) » ̂ xi f(x) iftt 
i*e. f"^(M) is the set of all those points of X which are 
mapped into M by f • Suppose now that in addition to the set 
X we are given also a d^-ring j of subsets of X so that (X,^) 
is a measurable space and X itself is measurable. If a real 
valued function f is such that, for every Borel subset M of 
the real line the set f"^(M) is measurable, then f is called 
a measurable function. We should remark that the general 
definition of a measurable function is more restrictive if 
the set X is not measurable* *fhis case, however, will not 
arise here*
A transformation is a function T defined for every 
point of a set X and taking values in a set Y* If (X,J) 
and (Y,<a ) are measure spaces, we say that T is a measurable 
transformation if the inverse of every measurable set is 
measurable* Note that if X belongs to J and Y is the real 
line, the two concepts of measurable transformation and mea­
surable fimction coincide* A transformation T from X into
Y assigns in an obvious way a function f on X to every func­
tion n on Y; f is defined by f(x) “ g(T(x))« It is convenient 
and natural to write f “ gfT* A measurable transformation T 
from (X,J) into (Y,(̂ ) assigns in an obvious way a set function
Y on (j Iko every set function ^ on jS; y is defined for every 
y in by x(F) " It is convenient and natural to 
write Y — ̂ t"^*
V/e shall now list four theorems for later use* The
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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proofs of these theorems have been omitted as they are %e]L]L 
known or readily available.
Theorem A ; If T JLs ai measurable transformatlon from 
^  Ptoasnne soaoe (I* into a measurable space (Y,^), and
if g la an extended real valued measurable function on Y, 
then, for any measurable set F In
V^gd(^T~^) - X  (gT)d^,
F  ̂ T"i(F) ^
In the sense that If either Intepral exists, then so does the
other and the two are equal.
The following three theorems» the last of which Is 
commonly known as Fublnl*s theorem» have to do with product 
spaces. If X and Y are any two sets» X x Y denotes the Car­
tesian product of these two sets. If In addition to the two 
sets X and Y we are also given two curings 4 and ̂  of subsets 
of X and Y respectively» we shall denote by 4 the o^*rlng 
of subsets of X X Y generated by the class of all sets of the 
form A X B» where A ^4 and •
If E Is any subset of X x Y and x Is any point of X, 
we shall call the set * £y: (x»y) ̂  the section deter­
mined by X ÉunÆ - ̂ x: (x»y) ̂  the section determined by 
a point y in Y.
If f Is any function defined on a subset E of the 
product space X x Y and x Is any point of X» we shall call 
the function f^» defined on the section by
fx(y) •
a section of f or the section determined by x. The concept
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Of a section of f detexmined by a point y in Y is defined 
similarly by f^(x) - f(z»y).
It may be shown that if and are finite
measure spaces, end if E is any measurable subset of X x Y, 
then the functions f and g, defined on X end Y respectively 
by f(x) * and g(y) “» are non negative measurable
functions such that ^ fd>̂  gdr.
Theorem B ; If and are finite measure
space3> then the set function defined for every set E ̂  
acvi ^
XE) -^x(E^)d\^(x) -^^(E^jdrty) ,
is ja measure with the property that, for every two sets 
and
X a  X b ) « \:(a )*Xb ).
The latter condition determines X uniquely»
The measure X is called the product of the given
measures ^ and 'v, in symbols X* \^x^*
If a function h on X x Y is such that its integral is
defined, then the integral is denoted by
y^h(x,y)dX{x,y) or _y"b(x,y)d(^x(x,y)
XrY XxY
and is called the double interyal of h. If h^ is such that
V^h_(y)d'((y) - f(x)
is defined, and if it happens that y^fd^ is also defined, it
X
is customary to write
_ŷ fd̂  -y7’h(x,y)d'T(y)dv-(x) «ŷ d̂ (x) V^h(x,3^v(y) ,
X X Y  X Y
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^ 5 "
The symbols d^(%)dx(y) and ^^dy(y) ̂ ^(x#y)dy^(x)
are defined similarly, as the Integral (If It exists) of the
function e on T, defined by g(y) ĥ (x)d\*-{x) • The Integrals
_^^^hd^df and // hd^dv are called the Iterated Integrals of h. 
YX X Y  ------------- -----
In the following two theorems, vm assume that (X,*S,y-)
.J
and (Y,̂ ,s:) are finite measure spaces and x< Is the pro­
duct measure on x ̂  «
Theorem C. If h 3^ ̂  non négative., measurable function 
on X x Y ,  then
^h(x,y)d(^x < ) " hd̂ df "_/^hd<d^.
XxY Y X  ̂ X Y
Theorem C; If h 1^ an Interrable function on X x Y ,  
then almost every section of h jLs Interrable. If the func­
tions f and g are defined by f(x) *■ h(x,y)d'C(y) end g(y) «
**_/"h(x,y)d^x), then f and g are Interrable end
r hd(^x-<) “ _y^fd^ « _/gdx^.
Xââr  ̂ X ^ Y
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CriAPTER II 
BASIC CONCEPTS
Since this thesis is stated in the language of measure 
theory, the purpose of this chapter Is to give a justifica­
tion for the measure theoretic treatment of probability and 
to connect the terms of measure theory with those of prob­
ability.
The principal undefined term in the theory of prob­
ability is event* Intuitively speaking, an event is one of 
the possible outcomes of some physical experiment. Everyday 
language concerning events uses such phrases as these: two
events E and F are mutually exclusive or incompatible, and 
the event E is opposite to the event F.
The notion of complementary events is probably the 
easiest to characterize. If E is an event, wo denote the 
complementary event by E^and we say the result of an experi­
ment may result in E if and only if it does not result in eC 
Besides complementary events wo want to include the possi­
bility of the simultaneous occurence of two events, and the 
occurence of at least lone of two events.
with these considerations and their generalizations 
we justify the conclusion that probability theory consists 
of the study of algebras of sets. An event is a set, and its
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Opposite event is the compXemeiitary set; mutually exclu sire 
events are disjoint sets# and the simultaneous occurence of 
two events is the intersection of two sets* For situations 
arising in modern theory and even for the more complicated 
gambling games, it is necessary to make an additional assuirp- 
tion* This assuption is that the system of events is closed 
under the formation of countably infinite unions, or that 
the algebra is in fact a C^algebra*
When we talk about the probability of a certain event, 
we deal with a number, a number between 0 and 1 associated 
with the event* In other words, probability is a numerical 
valued function ^  of events £, that is of sets of a «^algebra* 
For instance may represent the proportion of
times the event E occurs* Then ^E) must be non-negative, 
and, if E and F are mutually exclusive events, clearly the 
proportion of times that Ev F occurs is the sums of the pro­
portions that E and F occurs separately*
These very rough considerations give some suggestive 
clues concerning the nature of the function We must make 
one further restriction on that of countable additivity* 
That is, if is an infinite seq^uence of disjoint sets,
eo L
then U  En) * r M E _ ) * To sum up;
numerical probability is a measure on a 6^ 
algebra % of subsets of a set X such that 
^(X) - 1*
In the development of measure theory in the proceeding 
chapters, the concepts of measurable function and integral
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
miQmt
play important roles, we shall now Introduce the probability 
meaning of these eoncepts,
A frequently used term In probability is "random 
variable," vAiioh is often defined as a quantity whose values 
are determined by ohanoe, iVhat does that mean? In the 
language of mathematics a variable whose values are determined 
somehow or other means a function— a function whose numerical 
values are determined by chance, llius a random variable is a 
function attached to an experiment and once the experiment 
has been prefojnned the value of the function is known. e 
have just seen that the analytic correspondent of an exper­
iment is a measure space; it follows that a function of out­
comes is a function of the points x of X.
The preceeding paragraph does not yet fully char­
acterize the customary usage of "random variable." In order 
to answer all questions such as "what is the probability 
that f lies between and ̂ ?" or, in measure theoretic lang­
uage, "what is the measure of the set of points x for vjhlch 
the inequality ^tf( % ) is satisfied?", all sets that occur 
in them must belong to the basic (P-algebra of X* In other 
words a random variable is a measurable function.
If the measurable function Is integrable, then, by 
definition, the expectation of f is the value of Its integral. 
Thus we see how measurable functions and their integrals have 
their probability interpretations.
The notion of convergence in measure is a very im­
portant one in probability theory. In that connection it is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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usually called convergence in probability* If ^ Is a prob­
ability measure and Is a sequence of measurable functions,
then the statement that converges In measure to f may
be Intepreted as follows: For every positive number the
probability that |fjĝ (x) - f(%)| Z ̂  tends to zero as n-»oo.
The statement that the sequence ^ f ^  converges to f a*e*
may be Interpreted as follows; The probability that llm^fg^(z) •
» f(x) Is equal to unity*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER III 
IHDEPEHDENCE
A probability apace Is a totally finite measure space 
( I # ) for Tfrtilch ^(X) " 1; the measure ^ on a probability 
space Is called a probability measure.
If ^  Is a finite or Infinite class of measurable sets 
In a probability space (X, , the sets of the class ̂  are
Independent if
for every finite class 1 - 1 ,  n^of distinct sets
In ̂  It Is not sufficient for the Independence of the sets
of a class &  (even If ^  Is a finite class) that any two
distinct sets of ^  be Independent*
If ^  is a finite or Infinite set of real valued
measurable functions on a probability space (X,j*^.), the
functions of the set 4  are Independent If
A  f. (x) ̂  M i  ) - iT ^4 (z) ̂  M i  )\ i»i J- 1*1^
for every finite subset ^f^: i ■* 1, * * n^ of distinct fun­
ctions In ^  and every finite class 1 - 1 ,  •••, n^ of
Borel sets of the real line. Another way of expressing this 
condition Is to say that If, for each f In ̂  Is a Borel
— 10—
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set oa the real llae, then, for every possible choice of the 
Borel sets the sets of the class 5. « ̂ f“ (̂îÆ̂ ) ; f are
independent. An example of two independent functions f and 
g is obtained by taking for X the unit square with Lebesgue 
measure, X - ^(x,y): 0 £x 11, 0 £y 11^, and defining f and 
g by f{x,y) « X and g(x,y)-y.
Theorem 5.1: If fĵ  and fg are independent functions
on ei probability space (X,^,^), neither of which vanishes a.e.. 
then ̂  necessary and sufficient condition that both f^ end fg 
be integrable is that their product f ĵ f g ̂  interrable ; if 
this condition is satisfied, then
Proof ; Consider the transformation of the probability
space (X,^,^) into the Euclidean plane defined by
T(x) - (f^(x) ,fg(x)).
If measurability in the plane is interpreted in the sense of
Borel, then the facts that X is a measurable set and f^ and
f are measurable functions imply that T is a measurable 
2
transformation. Since and fg are independent, we see that 
for any Borel set M
T{x) »
- v.( A  5x: f.(x) «.Mi) - w(Çx; f.{x) tM^)
' 1-1^ 1 1-1 " ^ ^
- X
Define the measurable function g^ and on the plane by
®l‘ ■ ^1 - ^2*
Then v/e see that f^ - g^T and f^ • g^T.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
If we assume f̂  ̂and fg are integrable# by Theorem A above
dy;. - y  f  \ei\a(i^T-^), i - 1 ,2 -
80 the Integrabllity of |f^\ is equivalent to the integra- 
bility of \ i - 1#2. By Fubini* a theorem
- y  I ggi t bj\
BO the integrabllity of \g^| and |gg| implies that of
Conversely# of course# if  ̂ | is integrable# then almost
every section of (g^g^j is integrable. Since each such section 
is a constant multiple of | g^| or of | gg j and since the assump^ 
tion that f^ and fg do not vanish almost everywhere implies 
that these constant factors maybe selected to be different 
from zero# it follows that the integrabllity of Igĵ Sgl implies 
that of \b^\ nod iBgl* Applying Theorem A again shows that 
\ \ integrable if and only if ^f^fg | is integrable#
and the first part of the theorem is proved# since a measur­
able function is integrable if and only if its absolute 
value is integrable. The multiplicative relation follows 
from Fubini *8 theorem.
Theorem 3.2; If 1 * 1 #  •••# Jc;j*l# •••# n^^
is ̂  set of independent functions. If ̂  3^ a real valued.
Borel measurable function of n^ real variables. 1 * 1 #  .••#k# 
and if
fĵ (x) -^(riiCx)# ...# fĵ jjĵ (x))#
then the functiong fĵ . .. # fĵ  are independent.
The proof of this theorem is not difficult but would 
require preliminary results on finite dimensional product
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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spaces. #e shall omit the proof since vm would have to 
stray from the general course of the thesis to present it 
rigorously.
If f Is a real valued measurable function on a prob­
ability space (1,4»'̂ ) such that f^ is Integrable, then f 
Itself Is Integrable and we have {Schwarz’s Inequality)
If " a, then the variance of f, denoted by q^(f ), Is
defined by 0^(f) (f •• a)^d^ Multiplying out the last
written Integrand we have
Q^(f) - (f^- 2af + â )dyx " f^d^ - 22a^fd^
- 2a^ * a^^X) f^d^ - 
- ^ f ^ d  - (^fd )2
It is clear that for any real constant o, Q^(cf) - c^e^(f).
Theorem 5.3; If f and g are independent functions
with a finite variance « then
Q"^(f + g) " Q^(f) ♦ ^(g)
Proof; We have
0^(f + g) (f + g)^d^ - (f + g) d^)^ «
- ̂ f ^ d ^  ♦ 2/^fgd^ + ^ g ^ d ^  - (^fdy^)^-
- 2 { ^ fd^) gd^) - gd^) ̂
and applying Theorem 3.1
(f + g) " f^d^ + g^fdj^y^gd^^ + y^g^d'^ - fd̂ ) ̂ -
- S(^fdç,) (^^dç.) - gd^)^ «
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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- Q^(f) + Q^(g).
Using these theorems» we can obtain some Interest­
ing results which will be state! as corollarys rather than 
theorems*
Corollary 5.1: If f and g are independent Interrable
functions* if M _a Borel set of the real line, and If E - 
“ » then
Proof: I f d e n o t e s  the characteristic function of
the set E, we have for every x In X*
• > ^ ( x )  -  : ^ ( f ( x ) )  
since E « %z: f(z)^ Now f*>^(f) Is a Borel measurable
function of f since» for any Borel set B of the real line» 
we have
^z; f(z)*7|j{f(z))<: \z: f(z)^BlAlz: f (z) % If
f (z) % %  If (0) t B.
Applying Theorem 3.2 we see that f #% (f ) Is Independent of
M
g and hence
If f and g are measurable functions with finite
variances such that<S^(f )0(g) ^ 0 ,  their coefficient of
correlation is defined by
y^fgd^ - y^fd^ y^gdY- 
r(f.g) -  S_______ % zQ- (f)T(g)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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vAiere ) «■ ✓<ŝ (r) Is the standard deviation of f. The 
functions f and g are uncorrelated if r(f,e) - 0.
Corollary 5.2: If f and g are Independent, they are
uncorrelated.
Proof; In this case _/̂ fgd̂  * J" fd^ _/̂ gd̂  so 
r(f,g) * 0.
Corollary 5.3: Q^(f + g) " Q^(f) ♦ tr̂ (g) If and only
if f and g are unoorrelated.
Proof; If f and g are uncorrelated» we have J" fgd^ - 
- V^f d^ gd^ and hence
Q^(f + s) " (f + g)^d^ - (f  ̂g)d^)^ -
♦ z / fgdy. * / -  {/I X X '  X '
— fid̂ ] — (y^gd^) ̂  “
- y x ^ d ^  - c / + y - ( / -3b X X X
- <ŝ (f) ♦ <J-̂(g).
2 2 2 y—If (f + g) « O  (f) ♦ O' (g), again we have y fgd^ •»
• f d ç . gd^ so r(f,g) « 0.
It Is Important to note» however, that If two func­
tions f and g are uncorrelated, they are not necessarily 
Independent. As an example of two such functions let X be 
the unit Interval and f(x) » sin 2vx, g(x) “ cos 2vx.
Then we see that r(f,g) Is defined and Is equal to zero.
Let U “ [0, 1/2], the closed Interval %x: 0 6 x & 1/^ * If
* ix: f(x)«̂  Mi « [0, 1/12] VJ [5/12, 6/12]
and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Eg -^x: e(x)«^M^ - C2/I2» 6/123 VJ £9/12, 10/12],
then
\^(EiAEg) - 1/12 and * 5/72.
Thus r and g are unoorrelated, but they are not Independent.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
criÂPTsa IV 
SERIES OF IEDEPEr®EtfT FÎ3ÎÏCTI0IÎS
In this chapter we shall study some criteria for 
the conTergenoe of the sum of independent functions and the 
sum of the integrals and variances of independent functions. 
We shall assume that (X# is a fixed probability space.
Theorem 4.1; If f^, i • l,***»n are independent 
functions such that^^f^dt^ " 0, a n d i • l*.*#,n#
and if fix) “ \3 1 TZ f, (x)l (i.e.. f is the maximum of the
k-1 ' 1^1 ^ «
absolute values of the partial sums of the f^̂ *8)* then, for
every positive number e,
^(Ix: \f(x)l2€'k) 6, <r (fjj-J
Proof; Let 
E
k-1
^x; \f(x)\lt'^, ~
—  _
and Eĵ  » ̂ x: \Sĵ (x)\ \x; lSj^(x)\^^5
Since f i  » 1, *,n are independent functions* since
“ 0* and since the indefinite integral is countably 
additive, wo have
••• ♦
-17-
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. ^ ( r f  * •.. ♦ f2)4^ ♦ ^  f -
■ ^(ff * r| ♦ •••*
and we may write
Now £^ Is a measurable sot* is a Borel measurable func-
2tion of f^* * *, fĵ , and f i s  a Borel measurable function
of f. * 1 " k+1, •••# n. Hence by Theorem 3*2 X, fP,
*  ̂k ^
1 • k+1* •••* n are independent* Thus
n
2 j C 4 ^^ V  ̂
8 2 ? since* for points in E^* s^ > ̂  * Now E ** VJ E^ and the sets
E^ are disjoint. It follows that
kk
Hence
-  » ^(E)^ .
^(E) |f(x)\
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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This result is known as Kolmororoff 's Inequality.
For the special case when n * 1, Eoliaogoroff * s Inequality 
reduces to Tchebycheff * a Inequality.
Theorem 4.2; It 1 ^  sequence of independent
_  CO
functions such that / f_dt*. - 0 and y~ G^^(f_)<oo. then the
^  n  K  n- 1  ^
QO
series T" converges a.e.
e R l  ^  --------
Proof: Let
n
8 (z) - 21 (z), n * 1,2,
“  1=1
* l.u.b. \ \̂ î̂j.(z) - %(z)\ : k = 1,2, 
a(z) - g.l.b. £eijĵ (x) : m » 1,2,***^.
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the convoreence
CO
of f (x) at X is that a(x) = 0. By Theorem 4.1, Kol- 
nFl “
mogoroff*8 Inequality, we have, for every positive number e.
and every pair of positive integers m and n,
n . 1 m+n «
and therefore
It follows that^ since the above inequality holds for every 
m,
^(£x: a{x)2t^ ) £^ k=m+l ^
eo 2
and, since ̂  <5̂ it ) converges, for large values of m, 
n?l “
vf^ G^{t^) approaches zero. Thus a(x)l€^ ) - 0
fea+1 ^ ^
for any given arbitrarily small positive number € and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2 Z  converges a.e.n«l “
The next theorem goes in a converse direction*
Theorem 4.5: If £L sequence of independent
functions and c ̂  ji positive constant such that f^d^ *» 0
I OPand |f (x)| 1 c a.e.. n “ and if JZ converges
n“l
on ̂  set of positive measure, then
CO P
n
Proof! If Sq (x ) « 0 and s^(x) « fĵ (x), n - 1*2,..#»
then Egor off # s theorem on a set of finite measure implies 
that there exists a positive number d such that
CO ,
E - A  %z: \s_(x)| £ a\ n*0 "
has positive measure. If we write
n
Eĵ  « \x: \Si(x)\ £ d^, n - 0*1,2,•••
oo
then fEn\ is a decreasing sequence of sets such that f\ E« «»
 ̂ n=l
- E. If - ^.l* ^n* “ “ and â  ̂ h *» 0,1,
then since " E^ E^, E^ _ F„, and the indefinite in-n n—i n n—x n
tegral is countably additive we have
®n ^n-1
4 4  - ^ 4 4  - y  ,4-i*(^“^n-1 ^u-1
( 4  - 4 - 1 > 4
^n-1 ^n
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V l  A - 1
Since E , is a measurable set* %_. is a Borel measurable 
function of f^* •••* fjj.| since f“ is a Borel measurable func< 
tion of ^ and f^ are independent bj Theorem 3*S and
we see that
®n-l
and
Also, since h ̂ (E) and 6. c + d for % in F^*
n = 1,2,»**, it follows that
suLiuins over n from 1 to k we obtain
- (« * ^(F„) >
k p
so
_âfî_i2_i_Élf_ > ZI Q-^it )
(4E) ' “"1 “
for any integer k and the result follows.
notice that Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 imply that if ^ f ^  
is a seq^uence of independent functions such that* for some 
real positive constant c, lf^(x)\ 1 o a.e., and^y^f^^d^" 0,
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n - 1»2#* then the series T Z  either converges
n=X ^
or diverges a.e.; the measure of the convergence set is
always one of the extreme values 0 or 1.
Theorem 4,4; If is ̂  sequence of independent
functions and o is a nositivo constant such that \f (x)l Lo ----------- —   — -------------------- i n »
a.e.. n " 1,2," then 5ZZ f_(z) convergea a.e. if and
n=l “
• oo - CO o
only if both the series T “ / f.dp. and T" 0̂  (f_) are
■ n ^ l  -i “  ^  “  ----
convergent.
Proof; The *̂ if** part of the theorem follows by con­
sidering the sequence of functions defined by g^(x) «
» f_(x) - f_d^, n • 1,2,* Then
ic ^ 2 .
CO
By Theorem 4.2 YZ g_(z) converges a.e. and, hence, so does 
oo n=l “
f (x). To prove the converse we consider the Cartesian
n=l ^product of the space X with itself and the functions h^ de­
fined by h^{x,y) * f^(i) - f y), n • 1,2, «. since the
CO CO
convergence a.e. of C  «̂(3:) implies that %% h„(x,y)
n=l ^ n“l “
converges a.e., and since
hi d{pvx̂ ) - 0
x£x " ^
it follows from Theorem 4.3 that YZ 0 ^(h ) <  oo. since
n=l ^
2
we see that O  (f ) < oo. Now <^(g_) « Q^(fm) ^hd it^ 1  ^ n n
oo
follows from Theorem 4^2 that T “ g (x) converges a.e, and
^ 1  n
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einoe
- %(x), n • 1,2, ••
X
CK>
we see y~ / f dwu is convergent. 
n=l-i “ ^
The next very general assertion, known as Eolmogoroff *s 
three series theorem, includes all our preceeding results on 
series*
Theorem 4*5; If is a. sequence of independent
functions and c JLs ja positive constant, and if (f^x)\ 6 c^
n “ 1 , 2 , • then a,necessary and sufficient condition for
oo
the convergence a.e* of T" f (x) is the convergence of all
a=l “ ------------
three series
oo .
(a)
n
Proof; If we v/rite
•“ v-[r “ c:::; ; :
then the series
oo CO c*o
converge at the same points* Applying Theorem 4*4 to
ana ?Ji_\ we ëee that C  g (z) converges if and only if 1 n̂ . ^ 1  n
CO ^  - ep 2T“  / g d^ Eind 2—  ) ere convergent and, likewise,
feL'i ^  ̂ n-1 “
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o o  y -  CO
^n(*) converges if and only if 2Z  _/ ĥ du. and TZ Û-1 n»l X ^ ^ nFi «
are convergent. Now
^ ®a
and
Q^(En) “A jH
“ ^C®ay. + O^(Zg) - * 0^(%))2-
*n ^n ^
- c^[^(E^)]^ -
" X ^ ^  - "'î:<®n”  ”
n n
-  "
n
* ° \ ‘® n W  -E^ “ N ^
- X ® A '
Likewise we see that ^
CT-®(hn) .y"hgd^ - { / hnd^)^ * o^^WEnj^Eg) +
Bn 3̂ 1 /
* 30't<*4)^en'\'
■’noo oo oo
For points in Ejĵ, T~“̂  f^Cz) » ZZ^ ^^(z)» and %2^ hjĝ (z) are
~ oo
Identical. Hence wo see that Z" f_(z) converges if and
^ 1  ^
only if all four series
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«90 ^  /
(") ♦ o^(K^)^E„) ;
; 2o^(<)^f„d^]
are convergent. It is readily verified that the convergence 
of (d) and (e) (with all choices of the ambiguous signs) is 
equivalent to the convergence of (a), (lb), and (c). All the 
verification requires, in addition to the obvious additions 
and subtractions is the remark, that since the terms of a 
convergent series are bounded, the termwise product of two 
convergent series one of which has non-negative terms is 
convergent*
Corollary 4.1; If and Eg are independent sets. 
the characteristio functions of these sets are independent* 
Proof g We must show for every two Borel sets and 
Mg of the real line
^(%c: "X.g^(x)€ ]K]]Lf\ ]:) “
To do this we shall consider four almost trival cases.
Case 1. 0,ltMj^vjMg
If 0,1 we have
][)«= W-g;t\ ̂ x:T<^^(x) -
T^(x)*llj^) - "X^ <x) «= M^)
- \̂ (̂ x: <x)
2
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If wa have ^(Xft X) - ̂ (X) (̂ (x).
Case 2. O^M^AMg
v/e have
^(^x: A ̂ x: ^ ̂ 2 ) - -
* \i( ICi.) % ( SSg.).
Cases.
V7e have
>̂ (̂ x: 'X^ (̂x )q M33iA^x:Xjj^(x) ̂  M^ ) - ̂ (E^A Eg).
Now
^(E^)^(Eg) - \̂ (X - Ex)\^(X - Eg) -
“ Cl - \^(Ex)][l - \(̂( Eg,) ] "
“ 1 *“ ( E»̂ ) •" \̂ (Eg) + ̂ (Eĵ iAEg)
SO \̂ (Ê A Eg) “ \^(E^)^(Eg).
Case 4. IfM^, l4Mg, 0 ̂ Mg
VJe see that
\^(^x: Xg^(x) ̂  xt Tt^^(x) «: Mg\) *\^{E^AEg)
and
^(E^A Eg) *■ ̂ (Eg “ E^) ** (Eg » Ê Êg) “
« ̂ (Eg) “ \ (̂Ê Eg) = ^^(Eg)tl - (̂Ej^)] •
« ̂ (E^)^(Eg).
The followins result Is knovm as the Borel“Cantelll
lemna.
Corollary 4.2; If ^E^k JLs a sequence of Independent
oo
sets, then ^llm sup^ E^) - 0 JLf and only If T" (̂Ê )̂ 
convorr.es.
Proof : To prove the "if" condition wo write Pĵ  **
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ooVJ En. £f_\1s a decreasing sequence of sets each of which 
1-n
has finite measure and we have
^(llm sup^ % )  * :B\a).
Given any positive number t there is an Integer N such that
oo oo
<s €
CO
since converges. Hence
^(llm supĵ  E^) - 0
To prove the converse let "X̂  be the characteristic function
of E^. is a sequence of Independent functions since
Is a sequence of independent sets. %Z will
n*l
converge If x ^ 11m sup E , I.e.* If /L « 1 for only a
oo
finite number of n*s. Hence X»{3c) converges a.e. and
n=l ^
by Theorem 4.4
oo ^  CO
Is convergent,
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CHAPTER V 
THE LAV7 OP LARGE KUÎ.ÎBERS
There are several Important limit theorems in the 
theorey of probability 'which are collectively known as the 
law of large numbers* In this chapter we shall present 
several typical ones, the first of which is knov/n as Ber- 
nouilli* B theorem or the weak law of larp:e nuinbers.
Theorem 5*1; If a seguenoe of independent
functions with finite variances* such that /  f du- » 0, n «
* ] ,2 , # , and lim„ q^(f * ) « 0, then the sequence
('•i n Ï“1f ^  averages converges to 0 measure.
Proof; Since is homogeneous of degree 2 and, for
independent functions, additive we have
/ S . A r . ) .
Thus the sequence of averages converges to zero in the mean 
of order two, and this implies convergence in measure.
Let f be a finite valued, measurable function 
on a probability space The function F of a real
variable, defined by F(t) - f(x) ̂  t^), is monotone
increasing, continuous on the left, and such that F(-oo) = 0 
and F(oo) » 1; F is Called the distribution function of f *
Two real valued measurable functions f and g on a probability
—23-
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space (1,4,^) have the same distribution if 
for all real Borel sets M. In other words the distribution 
function induced by f is the same as the distribution func­
tion induced by g. A measure ^ and a finite valued, measur­
able function f uniquely determines a probability measure ç 
over the real line, by the relation
ç(M) “ ^[f*^(M)3 
for every real Borel set M* Notice that
F(t) - ç((-oo,t)> « (f'"^[(-oo*t)%.
Corollary 5.1: If f and g are two intepirable functions
with the same distribution and if F " f**̂ (t:) and G » (»""] (111), 
for some real Borel set M, then
Proof ; Let be the transformation from X into the 
real line defined by - f(x)* Similarly, Tg is a trans-
forxnation from X into the real line defined by Tg(x) “ e(x). 
Now if h(r) • r is a function over we have f - hT^ and 
g » hTg. According to Theorem A
M ^  £ ^ H u )
and
But d^^^ » d^g^ by assumption, so that
A w
An interesting special case of Bernoulli’s theorem 
is the one in which every two terms of the sequence ^ f ^  
have the same distribution. From the conclusion above we
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see that • ^itj) for every positive integer n# a n d
hence 2^ Q^(f^) & so that the assumption on th
asymptotic behavior of cr*(f̂ ) is automatically satisfied.
For the proof of a sharper form of the law of large 
numbers wo need the following two results from elementary 
analysis.
Theorera 5.2: If is a sequence of reol numbers
which converge to a finite limit y^ then
Proof; For every positive number there exists a 
positive integer N such that if a > then |y^ - y\ ̂
I*et be a positive integer greater than W and such that
If n > n^, then
(i ' - 'i - \i ‘ - y>\ -
- \ ï - " =̂ ’1 * ]n • - y>\
“ • n - N . ^
e
2
Theorem 5.5; If is a sequence of real numbers
■ oo 1such that the series > ~*y« _is_ppnvercont, _then —  « "
E  • ■ °
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Proof: Let
So “ 0. Sn ■ n - 1,2, '.
Since - KSj^ - ^l-l^ • ^ * ] , 2 , ., and
^n.l - g i S ,  - -
n
- ♦ (“ + 31)5!a+]L' " “ 1 '2. *,
it follows that
Since the sequence ^S^^ converges to a finite limit and
1 -Üsince, by Theorem 5.2, the sequence ■= • S. convergesn 3.
to the same limit, we have
lim^ ^̂•*•3» " O. 
n+1
The next theorem is one form of the stronp. law of 
larpe numbers.
Theorem 5.4; If ^fj^ ig & sequence of independent 
functions with finite variances, such that = 0,
n " 1,2, • • • , and ^T^Q^A^n) < 00, then the sequence f
converges to 0 almost everywhere.
Proof ; Let g^(%) • i  f^(z), n - 1,2,-**, and apply 
Theorem 4.2 to the sequence ^6^1. Since ĝ d\̂  » 0, n «
•“ 1,2, • •*, and
00 ^ 00 ^2/. \
2 =^ ( 6 . )  - fn“l nRL Ts
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the series
coüTerf^es a.e., and by Theorem 5.3, ^  ̂  f^converces to 
0 a.e.
It may not be immediately obvious that the hypothesis
of Theorem 5.4 is stronger than that of Theorem 5.1. To
2Show that this is the case let be a sequence of non 
negative real numbers. Then, if m and n are positive in­
tegers such that m<n, we have
2 . . ^2 _2 . .^2 _2 2
<* ••• * %  ••• . . . . Æ
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